The issue of confidence factors in Knowledge Based Systems has become increasingly important and Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory has become increasingly popular as a basis for these factors. 
factors applied to Knowledge Based Systems and describes an empirical interpretation of DS theory suggesting that the theory-has been seriously misinterpreted.
For the essentially syntactic DS theory, the empirical model developed is based on the semantics of sample spaces.
This model is used to show that, if belief functions are based on reasonably accurate sampling or observation of a sample space, then the beliefs and upper probabilities as computed according to OS theory cannot be interpreted as frequency ratios. Since a number of proposed applications of OS theory use belief functions in situations with statistically derived evidence and seem to appeal to statistical intui tion to provide an interpretation of the results, it is likely that OS theory has often been misapplied. Examples are cited. Since many proposed applications of DS theory use belief functions in situations with statistically derived evidence [Wesley] and seem to appeal to statistical intuition to provide an interpretation of the results [Garvey] , it may argued that DS theory has of ten been misapplied. The point of view taken here is that such arguments are sufficient to motivate further investigation into the merits of the these theories but are not sufficient to justif y them as a basis for wholesale practical application, that ranges of confidence factors are useless if they have no empirically testable meaning, and that "seeming to work" arguments are subject to the Perceptron fallacy.
An attempt to provide an empirically testable semantic interpretation of DS is described in the remainder of this paper.
The rather surprising result of this attempt is strong support for the conjecture that DS theory cannot, in principle, [Lemmer] inference in terms of sample spaces. This sample space model is then expanded to cover the DS theory.
As a convenient way of discussing sample spaces, consider an urn containing a number of balls, each of which is marked with zero or more different labels. For example some of the balls may be labeled " a "
, others "b", some may have both marks while others have neither.
[These labels may be thought of as binary random variables: if label "a" is present, then variable "a" has value 1, otherwise it has value zero. ] Assume that when observing the balls it is cheaper, in some sense, to check for the presence of some labels than others.
[If we are restricted to "remote sensing" it will be cheaper to determine if the ball is greater than an inch in diameter than to determine if it weighs more than an ounce.] An experiment in such a model consists of drawing a single ball from the urn and observing some of its labels. The problem in classical probability theory ia to estimate, before drawing the ball, the probability of drawing a ball labeled "a". This probability, under appropriate assumptions about how the ball is drawn, ia usually The problem in Bayesian probability theory is to estimate, having drawn the ball and made an observation about label "a", the probability of the ball also being marked with label "b". Under
Bayes' rule this probability is taken to be the fraction of balls having label "b" in that partition of the sample defined by balls having label "a".
(Again, if the whole sample space is not available, techniques of Sampling Theory can be used to form estimates. )
The Generalized Bayesian problem addresses the case where one cannot be certain whether or not the label "a" is present.
Instead, after drawing, one uses observation of the drawn ball to revise the previous estimate of the probability of the presence of label "a". The result of the observation, in the generalized case is that, with probability, p, the label "a" is present. (This probability itself could have been estimated based on previous samplings and similar observations. ) Under the Generalized Bayes Rule, the probability of "b" on the drawn ball is again taken to be the fraction of balls with label "b" in a particular partition of the sample space. In this case however, the partition is formed from the previously discussed "a", "not a " partitions of the sample space. The new partition is constructed by randomly drawing balls from the old partitions in such a way that a fraction, p, come from the old "a" partition and the remainder from the old "not a " partition.
The major point to be observed here is that Sample Theory, To give an empirical sample space interpretation for the belief functions of the DS theory, the balls in the urn must be labeled differently than just described. This labeling also highlights a difference in focus between the two theories: . The Bayesian Theory is most suitable for balls which have multiple co-occurring labels and for observations which determine the presence or absence of a particular label type; the DS theory is most suitable for balls which have a single label drawn from a set of possible labels (the frame of discernment), and observations which restrict the label to some subset of the set of possible labels.
Imagine balls which have a single "true" label which, in some sense is hidden, and multiple other labels which are accessible to observation processes which we shall call sensors. The use of An experiment in this model consists of drawing a ball and assigning a probability range to each possible proposition about the true label of the ball. This assignment of ranges is done by using Dempster ' s rule to combine a set of belief functions concerning the balls in the urn and the particular ball which was drawn. This assignment of ranges is accomplished by applying Dempster's rule to a series of belief functions constructed about the balls in the urn and the drawn ball. We will now define empirical semantics for the belief functions to be combined.
For each sensor, develop a belief function from the DS urn in the following way: Let the probability mass, m(T), associated with each subset of theta, T, be the fraction of balls labeled T by the particular sensor. Then, if the sensor labeling is accurate, that is, if t*, the element of theta which is the "true" label of the particular ball, is always an element of the label applied to that ball, then the minimum fraction of balls for which t* is an element of T is given by
which is in accord with the DS definition of Bel(T). The maximum fraction of balls which could have a true label which is an element of T is given by
which is in accord with the DS definition of p* (T). Equations (1) and (2) follow from the assumption that every sensor labeling is accurate. If the sensor labelings are not accurate, we have no assurance that (1) and (2) define the minimum and maximum fractions.
In fact if the labeling& can be false, we can say (1) and (2) using the probability mass from the combined belief function should provide ranges which are true with respect to the balls in the urn.
We will now show that there are labeling processes, independent of each other in every practical sense (to be defined) , which give ·rise to belief functions which when combined, do � provide ranges accurately describing the original po�ulstion. These labeling processes will be seen to be of great practical importance, not just of academic interest. We will, however, show the converse that given two belief functions, a population can alway s be generated which satisfies the combined belief function.
We will show the former by example, and the latter by providing a construction.
The construction provides insight as to why population parameters cannot be described by combined belief functions developed from accurate sensors and provides a connection to the claims of Zadeh mentioned above.
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Consider an urn containing barls whose true labels are exactly one of the labels from the the set (a,b,c}. true labels "a", "b", and "c" respectively, then the two sensor systems could be used to empirically determine the belief functions illustrated in Table  1 . It can readily be seen that the labeling processes are independent when conditioned by the value of the true label but are not unconditionally independent. This is exactly as would be desired in real applications since unconditional independence would imply a non-zero probability of inconsistent labeling by the two sensors, implying one or both sensors applied labels of which the true label was not an element. In the real world one presumably always strives to have error free sensors, and would certainly hope to have sensors whose actual error rate is less than that required to produce unconditionally independent labeling.
We now examine the belief function obtained by using Dempster's rule, (3), to combine the two belief functions shown in Table 1 .
Applying (3) to our example where theta •{a, b,c} yields
where th� inequality expresses the claim we are investigating. The first equality is from �) and the second equality is from (3).
Substituting the empirical belief values from Table 1 gives
Since a and b are mutually exclusive events, we may substitute p(a)+p(b) for p(a+b). The elements of the frame of disceinment are mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive so we may substitute 1-p(c) for p(a)+p(b). Making these substitutions and dividing through by p(a) produces
Since p(a), p(b), and p(c) must all be positive and recalling that we divided through by p(a), we can see that that ( The first major point is that accurate labeling processes are never unconditionally independent except in trivial cases. By an accurate labeling process we mean a process which does not assign a label which is inconsistent with the true label.
In general, such inconsistent labelings must occur if the labeling processes are unconditionally independent. Indeed the normalizing factor in equation (3) can, in our semantic model, be interpreted as one minus the probability of inconsistent labeling, assuming unconditionally independent labeling processes. We can conclude that DS is not appropriate for dealing with sensors which provide accurate labelings.
The second major point is that, in our empirical interpretation, the estimation of a belief function is no different, in principle, than the estimation of a Bayesian prior. Both are obtained either by examining the entire population or by using Sampling Theory (or similar approaches) to estimate parameters of the entire population.
We now turn our attention to constructing a population which is consistent with Dempster's combination of belief functions.
Before, we imagined that the balls in the urn had true labels initially and were further labeled by sensors which had access to some information about the true labels. Now we assume that the balls have no true labeling at the beginning and that a true labeling will be generated only after the combined belief function . is determined. We apply our sensor labeling process as follows:
Allow sensor 1 to randomly label each ball but in such a way that the total fraction of balls receiving a label, Tl•x, is equal to ml ( x )·. (Ther· e is no restriction on Bell other than that the ml (x) be non-negative and sum to one over all subsets of theta.) Allow sensor 2 to label the balls in a simil ar random fashion, . taking special care that second labeling is independent of the first (i.e p({T2•y)/{Tl-x})•p({T2-y))•m2(y)). Now examine each ball and assign it a tr ue label from the set x intersect y. If the intersection is empty discard the ball. Note that discarding these balls is the semantic equivalent of the normalization operation in equation (3) . The result will be a population of balls such that equations (2) and (3) accurately describe the range of true probabilities which might occur in the population. The actual probabilities of course are determined by how·the true label is chosen from the intersection of x and y. The minimum probability is achieved for p(t) if t is never chosen as the true label unless
x .int. y • {t) and the maximum for p(t) is achieved if t is always chosen as the true label if it is an element of x.int.y.
Note, however that the ranges are not independent. For example, no� population exists in which all minima are achieved simultaneously.
The two labeling methods can be viewed in the following way. Of course there may exist other semantic models of the Dempster-Shafer theory which avoid the problems and paradox described above. But until such models are developed, it is our conclusion that Dempster's rule is not applicable to situations which can be modeled by sample spaces in whic� the sample points have "true" labels independent of the sensing process. While the DS method produces ranges of belief rather than point estimates, these ranges will not be related to frequencies of occurrence in meaningful situations. Thus these ranges cannot be used as input to decision theoretic processes and cannot be used, for example, to estimate expected utility. It appears to be an open question as to how decisions should be made, based on the outputs of DS calculations, in any situation in which frequencies of occurrence, predicted error rates, etc. are of concern.
